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159. Products o:f M.Spaces

By Takesi ISIWATA

(Comm. by Kinjir5 KUNUGI, M. 5. )., Oct. 13, 1969)

The spaces considered here are always completely regular T-
spaces and mappings are continuous. We have showed in the previous
paper [4] that the product of M-spaces need not be an M-space. In
this paper, introducing a new class (M) of M-spaces, we shall prove
in 2 the following main theorem"

X e (M) if and only if the product X Y is an M-space for every
M-space Y.

In 3, we shall show that. (M) contains the class (.) which con-
tains all M-spaces X such that X satisfies one of the ollowing condi-
tions: (a)X satisfies the first axiom o countability, (b) X is locally
compact and (c)X is paracompact (see [2], p. 897), moreover (M)
contains the class (C) ( 1 below).

1. Definitions and preliminaries. A space X is called an M-
space, the notion of which is introduced by K. Morita [6], if there
exists a normal sequence {cU} o open coverings o X satisfying the
ollowing condition (M):

If {K} is a sequence of non-empty closed subsets of X such
(M) that K/K and KSt(x0, cU) for each i and some fixed

point x0 e X, then K =/= .
In the following we call {cUt} mentioned above, for simplicity, an M-
normal sequence of X. A sequence (x} in X is said to be an (M)-
sequence if x e St(x0, U) for every i and some fixed point x0 of X and
some M-normal sequence {cU} of X. In [2] the class (,) has been
introduced as the set of all M-spaces satisfying the following condi-
tion (.)"

(,) Any (M)-sequence has a subsequence whose closure is compact.
The symbol (C) denotes the class o all spaces P such that the product
PQ is countably compact for every countably compact space Q.
This class has been introduced by Frolik [1] and it is obvious that
P e (C) implies that F e (C) or every closed subset F o P. We
shall consider the class (M) consisting of all M-spaces X satisfying the
following condition (CM):

For any discrete subsequence N of any (M)-sequence of X

(CM) and for any non-empty subset S of K--X where K is any
compactification of X, the subspace N US of K is not
countably compact.
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For a mapping from X onto Y, we denote by the Stone-extension
of from fiX onto flY.

1ol ([1], Theorem 3.3). P e (C) if and only if P satisfies the fol-
lowing condition: There exists an infinite discrete subset N of P such
that for every compactification K of P there exists a subset S of K--P
such that the subspace N S of K is countably compact.

1.2 ([1], 3.9). The product of a countable subfamily of (C)
belongs o (C).

From 1.1 we have
1.: ([5], Theorem 1.6). The following conditions are equivalent.
) X e (C).
2) For every infinite discrete subset N of X, there is a compacti-

fication K such that for any subset S of K-X, the subspace N S of
K is not countably compact.

3) For every infinite discrete subset N of X, the subspace N J S
of K is not countably compact where K is any compactification of X
and S is any subset of K-X.

1o4. Similarly to 1.3), we can replace the phrase "K is any com-
pactificatio o X" by the phrase "K is a compactification of X" in the
condition (CM).

1.5 ([2], Lemma 2.1). Let {cU} and [c/?} be normal sequences of
X and Y respectively. Then {qA;; qAz-{U V; U e cU, V e c(}} is a
normal sequence of X Y.

1.6 ([2], Lemma 2.2). For each n, let {cU(n, i); i--l, 2, ...} be a
normal sequence of X. Then {cU; cU={U... U p X;

ni

U e cU(], i), ]-1, 2,..., i}} is a normal sequence of PX.
2. Proof of Main Theorem. Necessity. Let {cUi} and

be M-sequences of X and Y respectively. {q/} constructed in (1.5) is
normal. We shall show that {cW} satisfies the condition (M), or
equivalently, the condition (M0): if {(x, y)} is an (M)-.sequence with
respect to {cW}, then {(x, y)} has an accumulation point (see [2], p.
897). By the methods of construction of {q/Y}, it is obvious that {x}
and {y} are (M)-sequences o X and Y respectively. Since every in-
finite Hausdorff space contains an infinite discrete subset, there exists
a discrete subsequence N of {x}. clzN is a compactification of N.
X e (M) implies that N A S is not countably compact for every subset
S of flX-X. If we restrict S to clxN--N, then according to (1.3)we
have clxN e (C) (notice that the closure of an (M)-sequence in an M-
space is countably compact). Let L-{y; i--l, 2,...}. Since Y is an
M-space and {y} is an (M)-sequence, clrL is countably compact. Thus
clxNclrL is also countably compact and hence {(x, y)} has an
accumulation point, which leads to the fact that X Y is an M-space.
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Sufficiency. Now suppose that there exists an (M)-sequence o an
M-space X whose some discrete subsequence N--(x} has the property
such that the subspace N k3 S of K is countably compact where K is a
compactification of X and S is some subset o K-X. Without loss of
generality we can assume that S is contained in clzcN-N. We shall
show that there is a countably compact space Y such that the product
Y Y is not an M-space (notice that every countably compact space is
an M-space). X being an M-space, clzN is countably compact and
hence there exists a point x* in clxN--N. Let us put Y--N [J S kJ (x*}.
Y is obviously countably compact. From the assumption that X Y
is an M-space and hence clxN Y is also an M-space, we shall deduce
a contradiction. Let {c#} be an M-normal sequence o L Y where
L--clxN. Since x*e L--N, we have a subsequence (x} of N such
that

(x, x) e St((x*, x*), )
or each i (change indices if necessary). Let U be an open neigh-
borhood (in K) o x* such that or each i

clU {x, x, ..., x} 5
and

(clU clU) f (L Y) St((x*, x*), ).
On the other hand, since {clU f (N k3 S)} has a finite intersection prop-
erty and N [3 S is countably compact, its total intersection contains a
point s*. By the method o construction o {U} it is easily seen that
s* e S. s*:/= x* implies that there exists an open neighborhood V (in K)
o s* such that x* e clV. Let us put

K=clr((U U) (V V))
where/I(N) is the diagonal of N N. Obviously KcSt((x*, x*),
for each i and hence we have fK:/: by the condition (M) because
L 3< Y is an M-space. On the other hand, clU
implies that K f ({x, x2, ., x} {x, x2, ., ., x})= 5 and hence
( f K) f (N N)=. Moreover x* clV leads to
i.e., K-, which is a contradiction.

3. Properties of the class (M). 3.1. (C)c(M). Let X e (C).
Since X is countably compact, we can take as an M-normal sequence
{cU,} a sequence of coverings each of which consists of only one
element X and hence any discrete sequence N is an (M)-sequence with
respect to {cU,), which shows that X e (M).

3.2. (,)c(M). Let X e (.). For a discrete subsequence of
an (M)-sequence, there exists a subsequence N whose closure is com-
pact by the condition (.). This implies that for any compactifieation
K of X and any subset S of K--X, the subspace NUS of K is not
countably compact. This shows that X e (M).

From the proof of sufficiency and the fact that countably compact
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spaces are M-space we have the following
3.3. Corollary. X e (M) if and only if the product X Y is

an M-space for every countably compact space Y.
Let X e (M) and X=PX and {x(i)} be a discrete sequence of X.

Without loss of generality, we can select a suitable subsequence {X(in)}
of {x(i)} whose projection {x(in)} on X is discrete. By this fact and
(1.2) and (1.5) we have

3.4. If Xn e (M) (n= 1, 2,...), then PXn is an M-space.
3.5. If is a perfect mapping from X onto Y and Y e (M),

then X e (M).
Let Z be any M-space. The mapping X Z-Y Z defined by

@(x, z)--((f(x), z) is perfect and hence X Z is an M-space.
3.6. Let be a quasi-perfect mapping from X onto Y and

X e (M). If X or Y is normal, then Y e (M).
From ([3], [7]), Y is an M-space. Let N be a discrete subsequence

of an (M)-sequence of Y with respect to an M-normal sequence
such that.-he subspace N [J S is countably compact for some subset S
o flY--Y: -(N)-(S) is countably compact. Let x be a point
of (?-(y) and put N--(x; y e N}. It is obvious that Nx is a discrete
(M)-sequence with respect to an (M)-sequence {-l(cUi)} and N1 [J

is countably compact, which completes the proof.
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